Sometimes A Samba

1st Eb Alto Sax

Bright Jazz Samba

Repeat till cue A

On Cue

Last Time

Cresc.

Swing Feel
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Composed & arranged by Bill Holman
Sometimes A Samba
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Sometimes A Samba

2nd Bb Tenor Sax

Bright Jazz Samba

Repeat 'til cue

Last Time

On cue

composed & arranged by Bill Holman
Sometimes A Samba

Eb BARITONE SAX

BRIGHT JAZZ SAMBA

REPEAT 'TIL CUE

ON CUE

composed & arranged by Bill Holman
Sometimes A Samba

1st B♭ Trumpet

BRIGHT JAZZ SAMBA

ON CUE

REPET'TIL CUE A

STAGGER BREATHS

composed & arranged
by Bill Holman

P.S. & No. 202-09-20

Swing Feel

(unis)
2nd Trumpet - 4

SOMETIMES

Coda
3rd Trumpet

Sometimes A Samba

Play 4 times

Opt-open top for more solos

Play 7 times

Swing

Volume 10

M Samba

Tempo Cresc.
Sometimes A Samba

1st TROMBONE

BRIGHT JAZZ SAMBA

composed & arranged by Bill Holman
Sometimes A Samba

4TH Trombone (Bass)

Bright Jazz Samba repeat 'til cue on cue

composed & arranged by Bill Holman
Sometimes A Samba

DRUMS

BRIGHT JAZZ SAMBA

REPEAT 'TIL CUE

ON CUE (sx5)

Ad lib Cymbals - "Float"

Sub. mp

Time (Samba)

Swing Feel

composed & arranged by Bill Holman
DRUMS - 4

SOMETIMES

CODA

DS (Q) al ⊕

cresc.